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i think being plant-based has made me stronger and healthier. i feel like my body is more aware of what it needs, and healthier, and i feel a lot happier and more energetic. i love the
flexibility of making dishes vegan-friendly, and ive learned a ton about cooking so that i can feed my family. i think i would really like a version of this cookbook that included some things my
husband might eat. he loves butter, cheese and meat, but he doesnt like being tied to a dinner on saturday nights! this book is a life saver! i love that it’s so much more than a cookbook. this

is a lifestyle book and a cookbook. i love all the recipes, but i’m most excited about the “healthier” recipes. this book is perfect for anyone, including those who aren’t vegetarian or vegan.
this book is perfect for me and my family because it’s easy to follow and it’s a great value for the price. i think this book could be a great tool for anyone who is interested in taking the leap to

a healthy, plant based diet. ive only been plant based for about 8 months now, and this was my first pumpkin bake. i have been loving them because they are so easy and quick to make. i
honestly love anything with pumpkin in it so i was excited when i saw these cookies on your website. i love that you used apple sauce instead of oil and that you baked them for 7 minutes!
ive been making the same cookie recipe for years because it is so easy and delicious. thanks for posting this on your website. thank you for posting this! ive been a vegan for about a month
and a half now. i like that the recipe doesnt call for any animal products. i also like that you made a whole batch of dough. that is a lot of cookie dough! my friend came over today and told

me about your site. youve made such an amazing impact in my life with your recipes and encouragement! im looking forward to learning more about plant based cooking. this recipe sounds
amazing and i look forward to making it when i have some time to make cookies. thanks!
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In April of this year, I made the conscious decision to move away from meat and other animal products. It was a really tough decision to make especially since I love the taste of meat. It took
me a while, but I finally discovered plant-based eating. In April, I cooked the 8 week Raw Foods Challenge from Mark’s Daily Apple. This was the first plant-based meal I had cooked and was

really kind of a success. I was learning so much about the benefits of plant-based eating. After the Raw Foods Challenge, I decided to try to go completely plant-based. I went for about 2
months, and was really enjoying it. But I didn’t have a way to store all of my food. Also, I wasn’t cooking as much. I was going grocery shopping and eating out. My friend and I had decided to
go meatless on the weekends and ended up loving it, but sometimes it was just too much going out for dinner. This website is just the place I can share all my ideas for cooking plant-based
meals in a way that is tasty, easy, and has no animal products. I started cooking with recipes from this website. I was then able to not go to the grocery store and didn’t have any problems
cooking! I like this website because it has a variety of recipes and includes links to other resources, such as books, websites, and blogs. My favorite recipe is the garlic-butter cream sauce.

You can feel healthy eating this way and you’ll find that your friends and family can too. I would also recommend cooking from The 12-Week Vegetarian and Vegan Kickstart if you’re new to
this lifestyle. 5ec8ef588b
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